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1. Continued Discussion of Quantitative Restrictions.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee's discussions on

quantitative restrictions at its previous meeting had revealed

divergent views. New Zealand desired to use quantitative controls

as a continuing instrument of economic policy because of the special

nature of her international and developmnt problems. other countries

had indicated preference for continued use of quantitative restrictions

in order to maintain price control measures during the post-war period or

in cases where quantitative controls wereless restrictive than other

forms of restrictions producing the same degree of protection.

H.E. Mr. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia) queried, withreference to

Article 19 of the United States draft charter, whether any country

would be entitled to Daintain import restrictions on commodities subject

to state monopolies. He referred to the monopolies applicable to

tobacco, explosives, salt, raw spirits, and saccharin which his country

maintained as a method of indirect taxation. Unrestricted imports would

defeat the purpose of the monopolies in question. He agreedwith the

delegates of Australia and Canada that import and export restrictions

imposed because of price control could not be abolished.
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He requested the United States delegate to explain more fully the

meaning of sub-paragraph (c) or paragraph 2 of Article 19 relating to

restrictions necessary to the application of standards fcr classification

and grading of products. The present wording left openings to abuse of

the provision.

Article 21 of the draft charter, since it embodied references to

administrative methods, might lead to conflicts and disagreements, and

publicity to the extent proposed in the Article night lead to pressure for

greater restriction of imports. He therefore proposed the substitution of

the following Article:

"Article 21. Nondiscriminatory Administration of Quantitative Restrictions.

1. No prohibition or restriction shall be imposed by any member
pursuant to this Section on the importation of any product of any
other member country, or on the exportation of any product destined
for any other member country, unless the importation of the like
product to all third countries, respectively, is similarly
prohibited or restricted.

2. Any member imposing such quotas allots a share of the total
quantity or value to any other country having an important interest
in the trade in the product with respect to which an allotment has
been made, shares based upon the proportion of the total quantity
or values supplied by such member countries during a previous
representative period, accounrt being taken insofar as practicable
of any special factors which may have affected or which may be affecting
the trade in that product.

3. No conditions or formalities shall be imposed which would
prevent anry membermembercountry from fully utilizing the share of any
such total quantity or value which has been allotted to it. The
provisions of this paragraph shallalso apply to any tariff quota
established or maintained by any member.

4. In the case of import restrictions the member imposing the
restrictions shall provide, upon the request of any other member who
was trading with the respective countries in the product concerned
during a previous represertatIve period, as provided in paragraph 2,
ahl relevant information as to the administration of the restrictions.
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5. with regard to restrictions imposed in accordance with
paragraph 2 of this Article or under paragraph 2 (e) of Article 19,
the selection of a representative period for any product and the
appraisal of any special factors affeeting the trade in the product
shall be made intially by the Member imposing the restriction:
Provided, That such Member shall, upon the request of any other
Member having an important interest in the trade in that product,
or upon the request of the organization, consult promptly with the
other Member or with the organisation regarding the need for an
adjustment of the base period selected or for the reappraisal of the
special factors involved."

Vicomte du PARC (Belgium) reminded the Committee that his delegation

had submitted a statement concerning quantitative restrictions (E/PC/T/C.II/26)

in the first part of which it had indicated its adherence to the principle

o? suppression of quantitative restrictions, and in the second part of

which it had suggested a sub-paragraph (o)of paragraph, 2 of Article 19.

The contribution of the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union to the lowering

of tariff barriers would be the tariff reduction resulting from the contem-

plated customs union with the Nettherlands.Equivalent sacrifice should

be made by other countries.

He rcad the following substitute sub-paragraph (e) of paragraph 2 of

Article 19:

"Import quotas on agricultural products, imported in any form
whatsoever, when such quotas become necessary because of price
depreciation on the domestic market due to the combined effects
of national production and the importation of a particular
commodity. Quotas many be applied as soon as price depreciation
reaches the point -here sales on the domestic market are effected
below the normal price. By normal price is understood that which
covers the cost price of domestic production."

Domestic regulation. in any field, particularly agriculture, was

extremely difficult in Belgium, and policy could. not be planned sufficiently

far in advance to permit the application of the restrictions suggested by

the United States Draft Charter in clause (i) of the sub-paragraph

mentioned. Moreover, Belgium could not accept clause (ii) of the sub-

paragraph, because there did not exist there sufficient differentiation

between groups of population to permit the selection of "certain groups

of domestic consumers" as envisaged in the clause.
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Mr. LOKANATHAN (India) was gratified to find that the views

expressed in the document presented by India to the Committee on the

subject of quantitative trade restrictions had found a large measure of

support in the Committee.

Quantitative restrictions could not be dispensed with entirely by

countries with regulated economies but could be used constructively as

instruments for trade expansion. India was embarked on a programme of

planned or regulated economy, and could not dispense with quantitative

trade controls.

He objected to the distinction made between tariffs and Quantitative

restrictions; both were equally valid instruments of commercial policy

in certain circumstances.

India could not avoid the use of quantitative controls entirely.

They would be necessary to maintain some priority in th, use of foreign

exchange. However, India was prepared to agree:

that provision be madefor prior consultation with the International

Trade Organization before the imposition of quantitative controls;

that the principle of non-discrimination be applied as provided in

the Charier; and

that the criterion for permitted controls would be a test showing

that their effect was expansion rathr than restriction.

He agreed that some provision shouldbe included in sub-paragraph

(e) of paragraph 2 of Article 19 for import restrictions necessary to

support price control measures. Indiawascommttee to the maintenande

of prices of primary commodities as a measure, of national policy, and

might need to impose restrictions for that purpose.

He objected to the.concluding sentence of sub-paragraph (e) on the

ground that there was no justification for imposing so rigid a rule for

binding the ratio between imports and total domestic production. Because

exporters had alternative markets, the incidence of such a rule would bear

more heavily on producers for the domestic market than on exporters.
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Mr. TUNG (China) could not agree that the adjustment of tariff

rates alone would afford sufficient protection for an under-developed

country. It was imperative that such a country should regulate its

trade by the application of simple quota or tariff quota systems during

a defined transitional period. China also had to restrict imports of

non-essential products in order to conserve foreign exchange. The

application of a system of licences was therefore regarded as justifiable

and indispensable. Selective restrictions, if judiciously applied,

would not affect total imports, but would merely change the composition

of imports.

A transitional period during which an under-developed country might

resort to "reasonable measures of quantitative restrictions, should not

be limited by any specified date; nor should it be determined by monetary

reserves or balances of payments. He proposed that a transitional period

of industrial development should be extended until:

(a) fifty per cent of the wage-earning population were employed in

modern industrial enterprises concerned with production nd

distribution; or

(b) fifty per cent of the national income was derived from modern

enterprises of industry, trading, and finance.

The Chinese deletion interpretedclause (i) of sub-paragraph (e)

of paragraph 2 of particle 19 to mean that, if a member nation had to adopt

import restrictions on any agricultural product for the reason stated in

the clause, it could not reduce the ratio existing between total imports

and domestic production in the representative period chosen. If that

interpretation was correct, the Chinese delegation regarded the clause

as imposing grave handicaps on the development of an under-developed
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country.The price structure of agricultural products in such countries

affected standards of living, and determined thesuccess or failure of

industrialization. A government should be free to take appropriate measure

to regulate production and consumption, in order to stabilise prices of

agricultural products, and to maintain a balance between manufactured goods

and foodstuffs and raw materials. Many factors affected the quantity and

kind of agriculturalimports; and no agricultural country could accept a

fixed ratio between imports and domestic production as included in the elau

The clauseshould be revised so as not to imply any restraint on the right,

of all member governments to make qualitative o:: quatitative adjustments of

their agricultural imoprts.

Mr. SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands)agreed with the United States

delegate that quantitative restrictions were objectionable, as they

restricted trade and could be used in a very discriminatory way.

Referring to the stipulation in Article 19 that quantitative

restrictions right only be used for the purpose of reconstruction until

1 July 1949 with cortain exceptions, he pointed out that it was most

unlikely that the Netherlands or the Netherlands Indies would have

regained a normal economic position by that date. His country was unable

to abide by the rigid rules contained in Article .19, because it could

only obtaini essential industrial commodities by bilateral agreements.

The Netherlands Government had set up Government monopolies of the import

and export of agricultural products, which had never been discriminatory,

but had been necessary to prevent social disturbances. Agriculture in

the Netherlands depended on the import of raw materials, and 30 per cent

of the population were engaged in agriculture. Ar--,o ;vuc;Lti'/ could not

possibly be completed by 1 July 1949.

Ho disagreedwith the clause in Article 19, 2e:

"or (ii) to remove a temporary surplus of the likedomestic
product by makign the surplus available to certain groups of
domestic consumers......."
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He also asked for clarification of the phrase "like products"

in the same sub-paragraph.

He drew the attention of the Committee to the memorandum by the

Netherlands delegation (E/PC/T/C.II/21), in which it was suggested

that the provisions of the Draft Charter were not sufficient to safe-

guard, after the transitional period, the interests of countries which

relied more on a system of quantitative restrictions than on high

tariffs. No harm must be caused to other countries by quantitative

restrictions; but, until agreements had been reachaed on tariff

reductions, le must reserve the Netherlands position in regard to

quantitative restrictions.

M.r. STEEN (Norway) advocated the abolition of quantitative

restrictions but asked for clarification of the phrase "conditions

of distress" in Article 19, paragraph 2b, and, secondly, of the

phrase "standards for the classification and grading of commodities"

in Article 19, paragraph 2c.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) stated that ingeneral, except in

order to safeguard balances of rayments which would be discussed later,

and in connection with the transitional periods for reconstruction,

quantitative restrictions were injurious both to the countries employing

them and to other countries. That was due to their rigidity and their

arbitrary and unpredictable character. Tariffs were obstacles to trade,

but did not preclude competition. Quantitative restrictions on the

other hand were unsurmountable barriers; and, if generallyapplied,

would mean the end of any hopes for the expansion of world trade.

It would be impossible for the United Kingdom, for example, to increase

exaports to balance external accounts, as that would mean restriction

of imports, and the effects of that would be disastrous to world

economy. The draft text might be amended; but strongly supported it.
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In Article 19, paragraph2(c), standards for the classification and

grading or commodities should belaid down, so that not only domestic, but

also foreign, products could compete. He suggested that these standards

should also be agreed internationally, as proposed in Article 16

paragraph 6.

Article 19, Paragraph 2(e), should be applied to fisheries as well a

to agriculture, and also to agricultural products for manufacture.

Variations of price and yield. were even more frequent in fisheries, which

were mainly carried on by small producers and needed government protection.

He strongly deprecated the application or the Article to manufactured

products.

In Article 21, paragraph 2, he thought that a representative period

should not be taken as the test of non-discrimination. He preferred the

concept or commercial considerations as contained in Article 26 of State

Trading.

In Article 22, he felt that some re-drarting was necessary in

connection with the question of the balance of payments, which was to be

discussed at a later date.

The CHAIRMAN called upon the United States delegate to answer questions

put during the above discussion.

Mr. HAWKINS (United States) in answer to the Lobanese delegate, replied

that it would be possible under Article 52 for the ITO to make. provision

for regional preference arrangements in particular cases.

Several delegates had asked for a definition of the phrase "like

product". This phrase had been used in the most-favoured-nation clause

of several treaties. Therewas no precise definition, but the Economic

Committee of the League of Nations had put out a report that "like product"

meant "practically identical with another product". He recommended that

the ITO should study, this question. However, in Article 19, paragraph 2(e)

"like product" did not mean a competing product.
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Article 19, paragraph 2 (a) should be extended to provide

for the mintenance of war-time price control by a country

undergoing shortages subsequent to the war.

An international agreement between countries having

surpluses was provided for under the exceptions regarding the

liquidation of surpluses (Article 19 2a (ii).

He agreed with the United Kingdom delegate that the wording

of Article 19, paragraph 2 (c) should be amended. The sub-paragraph

as it was originally drafted permitted abuse.

Before commenting on the Redraft of ArticIe 21 proposed by the

Czechoslovakian delegate, he required first to consider it closely,

and suggested that the Drafting Sub-Committee should undertake this

task.

The suggestion of the Belgian delegate for an exception to be

made to allow restrictions to maintain domestic prices of

agricultural products at profitable levels, would have the drastic

effect of allowing any extent of restriction on the import of

agricultural products.

He sympathized with the Netherlands delegate, when headmitted

that the period of tranition until 1 July 1949, as proposed in

Article 19, paragraph 2 (a), might not be sufficient for the

reconstruction of some countries' normal economy. He would readily

consider any concrete suggestions on this subject. However, he

pointed out that the Aarticle provided for extension of the

transitional period.

In reply to the Norwegian delegate, the phrase "conditions

of distress" did not mean economic distress but referred to shortages

of crops, etc. in cases .such as famine.

He agreed with the United Kingdom delegate that Article 19,

paragrah2 (c) should not be extended to manufactured goods.
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The CHAIRMAN stated that the question of quantitative restriction

appeared to be one of the difficult problems confronting the Committee.

There appeared to be some fundamental differences of opinion between the

various delegations, according to the attitude of their respective

governments ta the ways of regulating airports. All delegates appearedto

agree that reconstruction justified the imposition off irm priorities in

the selection of goods for imports, but some delegates felt that these

provisions were insufficient. The New Zealand, Chinese and Indian

delegates had recommended that the less developed countries should have

the right to select imports and establish priorities, until such time as

their industry was developed.

It had been suggested that exceptions to the use of quantitative

restrictions should be extended to:

(a) maintain the effective continuance of wartime price controls;

(b) provide for the effective conduot of State monopolies;

(c) maintain the price stability of primary products;

(d) take the place of subsidies and tarifs in cases where

quantitative restrictions would prove less restrictive while affording

the same degree of protection.

It was difficult to see principles on which to base a reconciliation

of the fundamental difference of opinion. He urged delegations to

modiy their requirements in regard to quantitative restrictions so as to

admit a compromised reconciliation. In view of the fact that the work of

the Committee was so much in arrears, he proposed the immediate establishment

of a DraftingCommittee to deal with quantitative restrictions.

Mr. SHWCKLE (United Kingdom) and Mr. BARADUC (France) proposed that

the Drafting Committee should not begin its work until the Commiittee had

discussed the question of balance of parents provisions pointing out that

many of the present difficulties bright be solved as a result of the way

the problem of balance of payments was decided.
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The Committee agreed to postpone the setting up of a Sub-Committee on

the question of quantitative restrictions, until the Committeehad discussedl

Article 20 of the Draft Charter on Restrictions to Restore Equilibrim in

the Balance of Payments.

2. Discussion of State Trading

Mr. HANKINS(United States) outline Section F of the Draft Charter

relating to State Trading. Articles 26, 27 and 28 were not complicated to

explain, but would be more difficult to apply.

Under Article 26 the rule of nondiscrimination applied to state trailing

in the same manner as the most-favoured-nation principle applied to duties.

The obligation pursuant to this Article of a country engaged in state

trading was to make its purchases in accordance with commercial

considerations, i.e. to the best advantage. The rule included no

explanation, because it seemed desirable only to state the principle. Its

application in concrete circumstances would permit the development of a body

of rules, which would define and amplifyt theprinciple.

Article 27 referred to state monopolies of individual products such as

those mentioned by the Czechoslovak delegate, namely, tobacoo, salt, or any

other product on which a state might establish a monopoly. The article was

a counterpart, in relation to state traling, of the Article providing for

reductions in duties where trade was handled by private business. The margin

between the price paid for an imported product and that at which it was

sold to consumers measured the degree of protection accorded to the domestic

producer. The margin corresponded to the import duty, and was subject to

negotiation in the same manner.

The sameprinciple applied to export monopolies, the margin being

between the buying price at home and the resale price abroad. The margin in

that case was aralagous to the export duty.
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Article, 28 referred to complete state monopoly of all import

trade. It provided that totalimports should not be less thanan

establishedamount, which would be subject to pariodic adjustment.

The analogy for this type of state trading was found in the articles

providing for reductions in duty and other trade barriers relating

to trade handled by private enterprises.

Mr. LOKANATHAN (India) requested the United Statesdelegate to

comment on the last sentence of Article 27.

Mr. HAWKINS (United States) said the purposes of the sentence was

to prevent the withholding ofsupplied from the market in order to

defeat the purpose of the Article.

Mr. VIDELA (Chile) was in agreementin principle with Article 26,

provided it was understood that a state enterprisesmotivated entirely

by commercial considerations, might fix different prices in different

markets without such action being regarded as discrimintaroy. He

suggested that the DraftingCommittee take that point into consideration.

Mr. STEEN(Norway) agreed in general with Article 26, but observed

that the rules regarding price policy for products imported under state

monopolies of individual products, as suggested in article 27, did not

seem applicable under present conditions. For many years Norwayhad

had two large state monopolies, for grain and wine. The griain monopoly

conducted its business on a commercial basis, but as a purchaser of

domestic grain had to remain free to fix sale prices in order to maintain

Norway's production and a stable price for breed. The wine monopoly had

long-established trading relations with the countries of Southern and

South-Western Durope, involving imports of wines and spirits and exports

of Norwegian products. The practice could be modified only if other

stipulations of the Draft Charter were agreed to, and if the wine-exporting

countries became members of the International Trade Organization.
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Norway had to keep afree hand in order to continue long-estatblished

restrictions on the sale and pricesof wines and spirits,. restrictions

which were imposed inconnectionwith internal conditions.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) was in generalagreementwith Articles

26 and 27As drafted, Article 26 appliedto goods and services. He

suggested the advisability of limiting the application of the Article to

goods, since the consideration of servious, such as shipping, would

expand the Committee's task considerably.

He suggested the substitution of the phrase "effective control" for

the phrase "a substantial measure of control in paragraph 2 of Article 26,

in order to avoid ambiguity.

The margins referred to in Article 27 should be subject to negotiation

in the same manner as tariffs - negotiation about what bright be called

most-favoured-nation marginsand also about preferential margins.

The reference in Article 27 tothe protectedmargin wasstated as

the differerence between the price at thich an imported product was offered

for sale to the monopoly by foreign suppliers and the price for an imported

product charged by the monopoly in the home market. In the Proposals

which the,United States issued in December, 1945, the protected margin

was stated as thedifference between the landed price and the selling

price. The United Kingdom preffered the latter definition

It would be necessary to take an average price over a period of time

in order to arrive at a suitablemargin, in order to avaid administrative

difficulties. A reasonable period might be three years.

Exceptions shouldbemade in caseswhere a system of rationing still

prevailed, and also where it was necessary to restrict imports for balance

of payment reasons.
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Mr.LOKANATHAN (India) asked if the "commercialconsiderations" allowed

for bulk purchase an a long-term basis, and alsofor thegranting of extra
facilities which provided incentive to purchase.

Mr. DEUTSCH (Canada) agreedin principle to Section E of Chapter IV of

the Draft Charter. He agreedwith the necessity for averaging in the

determination of margin, which otherwise wereimpossible to operate. In

reference to the United Kingdom's statement that it was not always possible

to meet full domestic demand in the prescribed margins, he pointed out that

the converse applied to Canada meeting full foreign demand.

He thought that a state which completely monopolised the import trade

couldnot carry out theprovisions of Article28. How could it negotiate

an aggregate ofpurchase with all the member countriesof ITO simultaneouslyorindividually? ln view ofsuch difficultieshe suggested the deletion,-LArticles28.
Mr. t`<;i`l- (Cuba) asked if the exceptions containing in Article 32

paragraph (o) covered the cases ofstatescontinuing, because of the shortageexportmonopolies and globalsales established during the war.
Mr. BX.l'Wi (South Africa) asked howthis Section affectedthe agricul-

tural Supply Boards set up under the South African Ministry concerned, which

stabilised prices and authorized importation of commodities to help the

developmentofagriculture. Secondly, how did this Stection affect South

African State Railways, which had been established oncommercial lines?

Mr. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia) statedthat he preferred to reserve

his opinion on this Section until the next meeting,as he hadnot come

prepared todiscussit. He asked howArticle 27 affected the state mono-

polies which had been established in Czechosloyakia since the middle of the

18th Century. How was it possible to negotiate a sales price, which

constituted the taxation itself?

Mr. SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands) also wished to discuss this item later.

He asked howtheNetherlands state monopolies, to which he had referred
earlier on during the present session,were affected.
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Mr. McCARTHY (Australia) thought that the Draft Charter made a very

brave attempt to meet all the circumstances of state trading, but was too

rigid. Members engaged in state trading should give an undertaking to do

their utmost to abide by the principles of the ITO Charter. He pointed

out the difficulties of the inclusion of provision for services as well as

goods in this Section. Members should be able to examine the implication

of long-term contracts. The ITO should be consulted when members were

troubled by the state trading transactions of other members. He thought

article 28 impracticable.

He wished to investigate all the facts of this section further.

Mr. JOHNSEN (New Zealand) thought that the phrasing of the first

sentence of article 27 "such member shall enter into negotiations" should

be brought in line with the wording of Article 18 "shall, upon the request

of another member or members, enter into reciprocal andmutually

advantageous negotiations."

Mr. TUNG (China) asked if certain state Monopolies with fixed. prices

set up by China during the war could continue under the provisions of

Article 27.

The Committee agreed to continue discussionon state trading at the

next meeting.

3. Date of Next Meeting.

Thursday, 31 October 1946, at 3 p.m.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Sub-Committee on Procedures, Tariffs

and Preferences should meet at 8 p.m. on Friday, 1 November 1946,

simultaneously with the Joint Committee.

The Meeting rose at 6.25 p.m.


